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UPDATE (20-Jun-2016): During testing today i realised that the connection is working in some areas,
but not where i need it to be, and this is more noticeable when i watch videos and download files. I
found this out by accident, when i was trying to download a file using uTorrent, which downloaded
quickly, but the video was jerky, so i fast rebooted the device, and took my SIM back out, and
plugged it back, and surprisingly, it was fine again, and the video was faster. Today when i am
checking the check connectivity, the connection is showing yellow light on the network indicator, and
some videos were downloaded properly, and some were jerky, althought the overall connection
seems good, and it isnt quite like before, now it appears that its completely random. I also tried the
3g connection, but still the download speeds are slow, and still there is a lot of stalls. Within the
firmware updates for the Samsung Galaxy Series I9100, they added some useful features which I
have been able to use on the E5576, such as the ability to have up to 30 devices connected on the
hotspot. I have also been able to set an allowance for each device. I have also been able to use the
hotspot as a secure wifi hotspot with a single password by setting up the access point with SSID =
the one password, Password = the one password and Domain = the actual name of the domain or
the actual IP address the hotspot is pointing to. And lastly, I set up the hotspot to use a USB WIFI
card, not an internal one, to connect to the ISP, so that I can more easily access the Internet outside
of the home or office.
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I'd like to try it via USB Flash Drive on my Windows 7 PC, but the Kindle stops working during the
process, and no longer can connect to the Internet. Does anybody have an idea how to solve that

problem? Hello, I have a very stupid problem with my Kindle Fire HD 4G WiFi that just does not
connect to the WiFi network with Dialog DIGITAL (thanks to Sri Lanka telecom for supporting
Dialog!!) and any free WiFi (thankful to my provider for providing free WiFi!! and building it

everywhere!). Well, the device is working great, reading, playing music, etc, but it's getting no
packets at all and is totally "offline". Unplug it completely, and plug it back in. It has been like this for
more than a year now and i did not manage to find a solution. I tried to connect to my Fire (Android)
smart device without Dialog FPD or IPAD mode and it works just fine. I tried to check for a software

update but the Fire does not receive any update... (it has been a few years since I had an android or
Ios device, but I do not remember the procedure to check for updates...) Any idea? Everything was

ok until i deleted the whole content of the phone (i didnt knew the kindle had a partition). And then i
cant connet to the net anymore its displaying an error. I was reading uzma9 and i got the version
here and it sais im using version 3.0.3. Maybe this version is old because the phone is not working

with the dcom on this version. How can i get the old version again? i downloaded dcom sity 3.0.3 on
the amazon.zip file. when i test it via adb, it works well but when i connect it to my kindle, wifi still

doesnt work. my kindle gets the ip adress but no dns servers. can anyone help? 5ec8ef588b
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